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Letter from the Chair
Delegates of the US Senate,
Welcome to SIMUN XVI. You are all members of the 115th US Senate, serving in one of
the most politically divisive times in our nation’s history. Partisanship is at an all-time high, and
public confidence in the government has never been lower. But who cares? You have your
lobbyist funded paychecks and a lifetime’s worth of political connections, and as long as you can
flash a smile now and again to the voters back at home, re-election should be a breeze. Instead of
worrying about all that, I’ll tell you about myself.
My name is Tivas Gupta, and I am a junior at Saint Ignatius this year. I’m excited to be
your chair for this year’s Senate committee. Along with Model UN, I also run cross country and
track and, for some reason, do policy debate. I’ve been doing MUN for two years now and it’s
been one of the highlights of my high school experience. I hope I can make this conference a fun
one for every delegate in my committee and I hope you learn, not just about the topics but about
the US Senate and the way our government works as well.
The two topics this year are immigration and education. These are two of the biggest
policy issues this country faces today, and you are going to try to outperform the real life Senate
and solve them. This will most likely be one of the larger one day conference committee, so I
fully expect several blocs to form and many solutions to be presented. Many aspects of each
issue are going to be discussed in committee. More information on what is expected out of
committee will be discussed later in this background guide. Otherwise, I hope this background
guide is a good starting point for your research and helps you gain a basic understanding of the
topic.
I can’t wait for this committee. I have high hopes for all of the delegates and my vice
chairs and I hope this is a valuable experience for all of you.
See you in November!
Tivas Gupta

Topic 1: Immigration Reform
Immigration reform is currently one of the biggest issues in America and has two aspects that
will be discussed in committee: Mexican Immigration and Syrian Refugees. Because this
committee is so large, I expect different blocs to form to discuss different aspects of the issue.
Below is background information on each of the issues.

Mexican Immigration
Mexican immigration began when labor from Asia was restricted in the first decade of
the 20th century. Before this, there was only a trickle going both ways after the
Mexican-American War. However, the demand for labor increased during WW1 and the flow of
1

immigrants from the south increased . After the war ended, a nativist attitude started to pervade
America, leading to the creation of the border control with the Labor Appropriations Act of 1924
2

. The flow of immigrants stopped somewhat during the Great Depression due to the decreasing

demand for labor. During this time, Mexicans began to receive some of the blame for the
economic problems the country was facing during the downturn. When the next World War
came around, a majority of the American workforce was shipped off to Europe and the Pacific to
fight for their country. In this shortage of labor, the US government implemented the bracero
program, where around 5 million Mexican immigrants worked on farms until the end of the war.
Even after the war ended, the demand for farmhand labor was still present, and the bracero
system continued with government support until 1964. Even during the bracero system’s
implementation during the wartime, farmers would hire illegal immigrants to keep up with
 "Uneasy Neighbors: A Brief History of Mexican-U.S. Migration." Harvard Magazine. N.p., 21 Jan.
2011. Web. 23 July 2017. <http://harvardmagazine.com/2007/05/uneasy-neighbors-a-brief-html>.
2
 "Border Patrol History." Border Patrol History. US Customs and Border Protection, n.d. Web. 23
July 2017. <https://www.cbp.gov/border-security/along-us-borders/history>.
3
 "Immigration Legislation." Infoplease. Infoplease, n.d. Web. 23 July 2017.
<https://www.infoplease.com/us/immigration-legislation>.
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demand. This practice only grew after the government ended the bracero program. In the 60s, the
United States’ quotas began to shrink for Latin American countries as immigrants. Mexican
immigrants had to compete for spots with other countries. This led to a dramatic increase in
illegal immigrants. The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 was one of the first recent
immigration bills that had a substantial impact on current US policy. The bill offered paths to
4

citizenship for immigrants that fulfilled certain qualifications.  However, some political scientists
theorize that this act actually contributed to the current issue of immigration today. The act was
tied to and used as leverage for the increasing militarization of the border and some suggest that
this militarization did more to keep immigrants in the US than to keep them out. Instead of
coming back and forth across the border, undocumented immigrants viewed coming into the
United States as a onetime thing, instead of going in and out of the country. According to
Douglas Massey, a sociologist at Princeton, “One study found that 85 percent of undocumented
migrants from Mexico during the period 1965-1985 were offset by departures, yielding a
relatively modest net inflow of just 5.1 million persons over 20 years (around 255,000 persons
per year.)” He continues and makes the point that this type of permanent immigration led to the
immigration issues we as a nation face today.
The next major issue that immigration reform faced was the passage of NAFTA in the
90s. There was hope that the implementation of NAFTA would lead to stronger economies of the
neighbors of the US, especially to the
South. While this did happen, the trade
agreement also led to unforeseen
consequences that increased illegal
immigration. NAFTA lowered tariffs on
American farmers, which made it easier for
them to compete against farmers in Mexico.
This led to farmers attempting to escape
their land and immigrate to the US across the border. The act also allowed multinational
 "1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (Simpson-Mazzoli Act)." U.S. Immigration Legislation.
N.p., n.d. Web. 23 July 2017.
<http://library.uwb.edu/Static/USimmigration/1986_immigration_reform_and_control_act.html>.
4

corporations to have easier access to countries like Mexico, which put local farmers and
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businessmen out of work. This led to the same effect of illegal immigration into America.  The
impact of NAFTA on illegal immigration is an important example on how free trade can affect
the flow of illegal immigration in America.
President Clinton’s began the aggressive immigration policies that are so often debated
today. During his presidency he oversaw the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996. This act enforced increased sanctions for businesses that used illegal
immigrant, harsher punishments for illegal immigration related offenses like trafficking, and
6

cracked down on deported illegal immigrants that returned to the United States.  Although Bill
Clinton was in favor of expanding legal immigration avenues and often had a pro-immigration
rhetoric, his policies were often harsh and could be considered conservative today, even though
Bill Clinton was a Democrat. Many liberals today view immigration as one of the shortcomings
of Bill Clinton. Liberal publication Salon called the policies Bill Clinton pushed as “draconian”
7

and having “laid the groundwork for Trump” . Clinton began the policy of taking a surprisingly
moderate to conservative stance on immigration, one that surprised liberals of the time and one
that would later be continued by Obama.
Before Obama, however, George W Bush came into office. As a conservative, his
policies were to be expected. George W Bush doubled border security funding over the course of
his presidency in an attempt to secure the nations border. These funds went towards increasing
the size of the border control
and building fencing along
the border. George W Bush
 Wallace, Andrew, Matthew Kretman, and Scott Strogatz. "The Immigration Debate." The
Immigration Debate: NAFTA. University of Michigan, n.d. Web. 24 July 2017.
<http://www.umich.edu/~ac213/student_projects07/global/nafta.html>.
6
 Hrenchir, Tim. "What Is Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996?" Newsmax. N.p., 12 Aug. 2015. Web. 24 July 2017.
<http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/illegal-immigrants-immigration-reform/2015/08/12/id/669
674/>.
7
 Chomsky, Aviva. "How Did We Get Here? From Bill Clinton to Donald Trump, the Immigration
Debate Has Been Divisive." Salon. N.p., 29 Apr. 2017. Web. 24 July 2017.
<http://www.salon.com/2017/04/29/tomgram-aviva-chomsky-the-criminalization-of-immigrants-fro
m-clinton-to-trump_partner/>.
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deployed 6000 National Guards to help secure the Southern border. This assisted the Border
Control as deployment increased. Furthermore, “hundreds of miles of… infrastructure along the
8

Southern border” were built, which included fences and checkpoints . George Bush also ended
the policy of “catch and release”, where illegal immigrants were released while waiting for an
immigration judge. George Bush also worked to deport illegal immigrants quicker and work with
state and local communities to end illegal immigration. Finally, George Bush took significant
steps to enforce workplace regulations involving illegal immigration. Government agencies took
steps to make sure employee information matched records within companies. Beyond policy,
George Bush claimed that he opposed amnesty but also mass deportation. His policy outlines
suggest a middle ground of illegal immigrants being forced to pay taxes, learn English, pay a
penalty, etc. George W Bush also viewed there being a need for guest worker programs to help
support the American economy. Although these policies were never necessarily put into action,
they represent the dialogue surrounding immigration policies at the time.
This dialogue experienced a notable shift with the election of Barack Obama in 2008.
Obama promised immigration reform and won his first election with 66% of the Hispanic/Latino
9

vote.  Despite these promises, Obama failed to implement any solid immigration policy in the
first years of his presidency, especially with the failure of the DREAM Act which would have
protected immigrants that entered this country as children. In 2012, Obama began a policy of
“Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals” or DACA which would have offered paths to work
permits for children caught entering the country and essentially softened immigration laws for
10

youth who entered illegally . However, this legislation suffered from the same criticism that
much of Obama’s immigration policy did: To those on the right, the policy was a step towards
leftist policies and amnesty, and to those on the left, the act simply didn’t do enough. Despite this
relative inaction during his first term, Obama was reelected with 71% of the Hispanic/Latino
 "President Bush's Plan For Comprehensive Immigration Reform." National Archives and Records
Administration. National Archives and Records Administration, n.d. Web. 24 July 2017.
<https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/stateoftheunion/2007/initiatives/immigration.html>.
9
 Rosentiel, Tom. "Inside Obama's Sweeping Victory." Pew Research Center. N.p., 04 Nov. 2008.
Web. 24 July 2017. <http://www.pewresearch.org/2008/11/05/inside-obamas-sweeping-victory/>.
10
 Lal, Prerna. "What Is DACA?" UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT PROGRAM. N.p., n.d. Web. 24 July
2017. <https://undocu.berkeley.edu/legal-support-overview/what-is-daca/>.
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vote in his 2012 campaign.  Obama’s most definitive action in his second term was his
executive actions regarding immigration. According to the Washington Post, with his executive
actions Obama offered a, “legal reprieve to the undocumented parents of U.S. citizens and
permanent residents who've resided in the country for at least five years. This would remove the
12

constant threat of deportation.”  This essentially was an extension of DACA, and pleased
liberals while upsetting conservatives. The GOP in Congress argued that any policy affecting
that many immigrants had to have legislation backing it up. Obama however, frustrated by the
stalemates his policy proposal regarding immigration faced in Congress, went ahead with the
executive orders anyway. Despite this liberal policy late in his presidency, Obama often came
under fire from his supporters and those in his party for his relatively harsh deportation stance. In
13

Obama’s first term, the president deported “a record” 1.5 million people.  And while the
administration stated that they were deporting criminals and violent illegal immigrants, a 2014
analysis performed by the New York Times found that, “two-thirds of the nearly two million
deportation cases involve people who had committed minor infractions, including traffic
14

violations, or had no criminal record at all.”  Two years later, at the end of Obamas term, the
New York Times followed up and wrote that Obama had deported 2.4 million in total, “many
15

more” than previous presidents.  Obama’s mixed policies throughout his presidency represent
his legacy on immigration.
 "How Groups Voted in 2012." Roper Center. N.p., n.d. Web. 24 July 2017.
<https://ropercenter.cornell.edu/polls/us-elections/how-groups-voted/how-groups-voted-2012/>.
12
 Ehrenfreund, Max. "Your Complete Guide to Obama’s Immigration Executive Action."The
Washington Post. WP Company, 20 Nov. 2014. Web. 24 July 2017.
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2014/11/19/your-complete-guide-to-obamas-i
mmigration-order/?utm_term=.d7d2ee9d5645>.
13
 Dade, Corey. "Obama Administration Deported Record 1.5 Million People." NPR. NPR, 24 Dec.
2012. Web. 24 July 2017.
<http://www.npr.org/sections/itsallpolitics/2012/12/24/167970002/obama-administration-deportedrecord-1-5-million-people>.
14
 Cohen, Ginger Thompson and Sarah. "More Deportations Follow Minor Crimes, Records
Show." The New York Times. The New York Times, 06 Apr. 2014. Web. 24 July 2017.
<https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/07/us/more-deportations-follow-minor-crimes-data-shows.ht
ml>.
15
 Preston, Julia. "Low-Priority Immigrants Still Swept Up in Net of Deportation." The New York
Times. The New York Times, 24 June 2016. Web. 24 July 2017.
<https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/25/us/low-priority-immigrants-still-swept-up-in-net-of-deportat
ion.html>.
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The other substantial immigration policy that was pursued during Obama’s term was the
“Gang of Eight” immigration bill. This bill represented a bipartisan attempt at CIR, or
comprehensive immigration reform. The sponsors behind this bill were Michael Bennett (D),
Dick Durbin (D), Jeff Flake (R), Lindsey Graham (R), John McCain (R), Robert Menendez (D),
Chuck Schumer
(D), and Marco
16

Rubio (R) .
With an equal
number of
Democrats and
Republicans
supporting the
bill, this
legislation was
viewed as a compromise by the two parties, both of which clearly viewed the status quo

17

regarding immigration as insufficient. This bill addressed almost every aspect of immigration .
The bill offered paths to citizenship for illegal immigrants given that the immigrant entered
before a certain date. In exchange, Republicans proposed to expand border control forces and do
other measures to secure the border. The bill also addressed the various types of worker visas.
The bill passed in the Senate by majority of 68-32, 14 Republicans voting with all of the
Democrats. Seeing whether the senator you represent voted for or against this bill could help
determine their stance on the immigration issue. Although the bill passed the Senate with a
strong majority, House Leader John Boehner decided not to vote on the bill and let it expire at
the end of the session. Part of the reason for this is the bill is viewed as learning liberal because it
provides a pathway to citizenship. In fact, some of the Republican senators who backed the bill
 "Gang of Eight (immigration)." Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, 17 May 2017. Web. 25 July
2017. <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gang_of_Eight_(immigration)>.
17
 Nakamura, David. "Senators to Release Immigration Plan, including a Path to Citizenship." The
Washington Post. WP Company, 16 Apr. 2013. Web. 25 July 2017.
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/senators-to-release-immigration-plan-including-a-pathto-citizenship/2013/04/15/67914cee-a5e2-11e2-8302-3c7e0ea97057_story.html?utm_term=.aaa09
9081346>.
16

have come under fire for its liberal provisions. Marco Rubio has defended his support of the bill,
stating that it “was never going to become law” and that he figured that House Republicans
18

would amend it.  These comments were mostly an attempt to shift to the right before the
Republican primaries however, and Rubio, along with the other senators, have all publicly
supported the bill in the past. The shifting position of many senators on both sides of the aisle is
noteworthy, and you should keep it in mind when doing research for this committee.
Immigration received new attention with the campaign of the current president, Donald
Trump. When he announced his campaign, Trump immediately began his campaign by
declaring, “I would build a great wall, and nobody builds walls better than me, believe me, and
I'll build them very inexpensively, I will
build a great, great wall on our southern
border. And I will have Mexico pay for
19

that wall. Mark my words.”  Many
people laughed at and disregarded these
statements on the onset of his campaign,
but as Trump began to gain in the pools,
people began to pay attention to his
statements on immigration. Another
incendiary comment from his presidential
announcement speech made waves:
“When Mexico sends its people, they’re
not sending their best…They’re bringing
drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re
rapists. And some, I assume, are good
 Devaney, Tim. "Rubio: 'Gang of 8' Immigration Bill Never Meant to Pass." The Hill. N.p., 15 Feb.
2016. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/269483-rubio-gang-of-8-immigration-bill-ne
ver-meant-to-pass>.
19
 Silverstein, Jason. "Trump's Fateful Campaign Announcement Has Really Not Aged Well." NY
Daily News. N.p., 16 June 2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/trump-fateful-campaign-announcement-not-aged-arti
cle-1.3250165>.
18
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people.”  Many Latino leaders condemned his comments and many people viewed his
comments as a rough start to his campaign. However, much of the general population
appreciated what they perceived as honesty from Trump on immigration. Trump attempted to
repair his image on Mexican relations by meeting with Enrique Peña Nieto, the president of
Mexico. The meeting was generally positive, but the two figures disagreed on whether the border
21

wall was discussed.  Trump throughout his campaign also managed to capitalize on the feelings
much of the country had regarding immigration. To the right is an infographic from Pew
Research center, highlighting the policies Americans supported in late 2016, right around the
election. Although some liberal policies like allowing immigrant children to stay and accepting
refugees from war torn areas are popular, other more conservative modes of thought on
immigration find favor with voters as well, including stricter policies on visas and preventing
22

illegal immigrants from receiving government aid.  Although Trump’s main policy proposal, the
wall, is unpopular with voters, Trump was able to capitalize on the discontent much of the
population felt around immigration, which played a big role in him winning the election.
Trump’s tune on immigration since his victory has been a little different, however. What
remained a constant cry for reform throughout his campaign began to waver a bit when Trump
actually took office. Early on however, he did his best to unilaterally make change. In the first
few days of his presidency he signed an executive order called, “Border Security and
23

Immigration Enforcement Improvements.”  This executive order appropriated funding for
security measures, including the beginning of funding for the border wall. The executive order
 Lee, Michelle Ye Hee. "Analysis | Donald Trump’s False Comments Connecting Mexican
Immigrants and Crime." The Washington Post. WP Company, 08 July 2015. Web. 25 July 2017.
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2015/07/08/donald-trumps-false-comm
ents-connecting-mexican-immigrants-and-crime/?utm_term=.48ac73cd64c4>.
21
 Allegri, Carlo. "Timeline: Pivotal Moments in Trump's Presidential Campaign." Reuters. Thomson
Reuters, 09 Nov. 2016. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-timeline-factbox-idUSKBN1341FJ>.
22
 Suls, Rob. "Less than Half the Public Views Border Wall as an Important Goal for U.S.
Immigration Policy." Pew Research Center. N.p., 06 Jan. 2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/06/less-than-half-the-public-views-border-wall-as
-an-important-goal-for-u-s-immigration-policy/>.
20

 Random, White House Staffer. "Executive Order: Border Security and Immigration Enforcement Improvements." T
 he White
House. The United States Government, 23 Feb. 2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/25/executive-order-border-security-and-immigration-enforcement-improv
ements>.
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made few waves, but it did look like Trump was dedicated to fulfilling his campaign goals on
immigration. However, since those first few days, Trump has taken very little action on
immigration, at least on the legislation perspective. His only other accomplishment of note has
been the House passing of two bills regarding illegal immigration. One poses tougher sentences
on those reentering the country illegally, and the other cracks down on sanctuary cities.
However, this measure needs 60 votes in the Senate to overcome a filibuster and become law.
Working on passing this bill is an option for delegates to pursue in committee, and since it is
already written it could be done very quickly. However, it will be difficult to receive 60 votes
necessary to overcome a filibuster. However, beyond policy, Trump has also made progress with
using agencies to execute his immigration policy more effectively. The Immigration and
Customs Enforcement agency, otherwise known as ICE, have dramatically increased the illegal
immigrants arrested in the first few months of
Trumps presidency. According to the
Washington Post, “U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement arrested 21,362
immigrants… compared to 16,104 during the
same period last year… Arrests of immigrants
24

with no criminal records more than doubled to

5,441.”  Many conservative advocates have pointed to decreased border crossings that these
25

policies are working. Under Trump, the border crossings are at a 17 year low.  However, many
on the left point to the seemingly random arrests of undocumented immigrants as harsh and
unnecessary. This issue has led to debate, and this debate should extend to the committee.
Reforming or expanding the influence of ICE should be a key debate topic during the
conference. Finally, one of the main campaign compromises of Trump have gone unfilled.
Although some funding has been appropriated for the wall, progress has mostly remained
unfulfilled. The House just passed a 1.6 billion dollar funding bill, but it still needs Senate
 Sacchetti, Maria. "ICE Immigration Arrests of Noncriminals Double under Trump." The Washington Post. WP Company, 16 Apr.
2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/immigration-arrests-of-noncriminals-double-under-trump/2017/04/16/98a2f1e2-2096-11
e7-be2a-3a1fb24d4671_story.html?utm_term=.f1658ab12e7b>.
25
 Valverde, Miriam. "Trump Says Illegal Immigration Lowest in 17 Years." Politifact. Tampa Bay Times, 25 Apr. 2017. Web. 25 July
2017.
<http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2017/apr/25/donald-trump/illegal-immigration-lowest-17-years-trump-said/>.
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confirmation . This is another measure delegates can vote on during the conference. Several
designs have been submitted to the White House for the border wall, but currently, very little to
none of the wall has actually been completed. The future of Trump’s wall will be a key topic of
discussion in the conference.

Refugee Crisis
The other issue area delegates are supposed to address while discussing the immigration
topic is the best way to address the current refugee crisis the world currently faces. The roots of
what we currently see as the refugee crisis began with unrest in the Middle East. Although the
tensions and violence in the Middle East have been caused by geopolitical factors that go way
farther back than this background guide will explore, the Syrian Civil War can be seen as the
cause of much of the refugee tensions seen today.
The Syrian Civil War began in 2011 with protests from Syrians demanding democracy in
the country. Assad’s brutal response to these protests, including arresting and torturing students
27

who protested his regime, led to further rioting and unrest in the country.   These protesters
began to take up arms, leading to the civil war that continues on today. The fighting expanded
beyond Damascus and entered Aleppo by 2012. The fighting has expanded greatly and has
caused a huge amount of destruction and danger throughout Syria. According to the UN, in 2015
28

the death count had reached 250,000.  The presence of ISIS into the conflict has also
complicated the conflict and led to an increased death and chaos in the country.

 Ferrechio, Susan. "Congress Moves to Build Trump's Border Wall in Face of Democratic
Opposition." Washington Examiner. N.p., 24 July 2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/congress-moves-to-build-trumps-border-wall-in-face-of-de
mocratic-opposition/article/2629254>.
27
 "Syria: The Story of the Conflict." BBC News. BBC, 11 Mar. 2016. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-26116868>.
28
 "Alarmed by Continuing Syria Crisis, Security Council Affirms Its Support for Special Envoy's
Approach in Moving Political Solution Forward | Meetings Coverage and Press Releases." United
Nations. United Nations, 17 Aug. 2015. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.un.org/press/en/2015/sc12008.doc.htm>.
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The most important consequence of the Syrian civil war is the massive amount of
refugees that are fleeing the country to escape the violence and political instability. According to
the UNHCR, there are over 5 million refugees currently displaced from Syria. These refugees
have overwhelmed the surrounding countries of Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan. With these
countries offering few resources
to help these migrants, many
countries in Europe have moved
to welcome the refugees with
open arms. While many around
the world applaud these efforts
as a humanitarian necessity, just
as many criticize European
leaders for the negative effects
that bringing in this many
refugees leads to. Some
countries like Sweden have seen
refugees come to make up around 18%
of their country. This drastic increase
in migrants has also led to a rise in the
number of rapes and assaults, along
with a general climate of fear, both in
Sweden and Europe. According to
Foreign Policy, ‘Across Europe, a
median of 49 percent believe that the
large number of refugees fleeing
countries such as Iraq and Syria pose a
major threat to their country… 59
percent say that refugees will increase the likelihood of terrorism in their country… 43 percent
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have an unfavorable view of Muslims in their society.”  Senators, along with many of the
average citizens in the United States, view Europe as a model when debating foreign policy
solutions to the crisis.
The United States policy on refugees lies in the Refugee Act of 1980, in which the
Federal Refugee Resettlement Program was created. This lead to a huge surge in refugee intake,
which slowly decreased over time and fluctuated based on events in the United States and
throughout the world. For example, after 9/11 refugee intake sharply decreased. However when
Obama took office, refugee intake rose again. Some of the full patterns can be seen on the Pew
30

Research Graph on the previous page.  Other findings from this Pew Research include that the
US admitted almost 85,000 refugees in FY16, which was the most in several years. Around
39,000 of these refugees were Muslim. These figures look to decrease under President Trump,
largely because of his travel ban.
Along with his border wall, one of the most controversial campaign promises for Donald
Trump was to make a travel ban for all Muslims attempting to enter the country. Unlike the
border wall, however, Trump attempted to implement this idea almost as soon as he entered
office. On January 28th, Trump issued an executive order blocking immigrants from Iraq, Iran,
31

Libya, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen for 90 days . Also, refugees were blocked from Syria
indefinitely. The backlash against this executive order was quick and powerful. As soon as it was
implemented, thousands of protesters went to airports to rail against the policy. Lawyers were
sent to terminals to argue for the entrance of certain migrants. Many on both sides of the aisle
criticized Trump for the messy language of the policy. The executive order even blocked green
card holders and families and children without a definitive appeal process. However, the travel
ban faced immediate resistance in courts around the country. Judges in New York and
 Stokes, Bruce. "The Immigration Crisis Is Tearing Europe Apart." Foreign Policy. N.p., 22 July
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2016. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/07/22/the-immigration-crisis-is-tearing-europe-apart/>.
30
 Krogstad, Jens Manuel, and Jynnah Radford. "Key Facts about Refugees to the U.S." Pew
Research Center. N.p., 30 Jan. 2017. Web. 25 July 2017.
<http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/30/key-facts-about-refugees-to-the-u-s/>.
31
 Almasy, Steve, and Darran Simon. "A Timeline of President Trump's Travel Bans." CNN. Cable
News Network, 30 Mar. 2017. Web. 26 July 2017.
<http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/10/us/trump-travel-ban-timeline/index.html>.

Massachusetts blocked different parts of the order, rendering the policy useless. Various political
figures defended or attacked the order. Trump rushed to the defense of the policy, claiming it
was crucial to stopping terrorism. When acting Attorney General Sally Yates didn’t defend the
ban, she was fired by Trump as well. As the days, went on, Trump’s administration attempted to
improve parts of the executive order and clarify some of the language in the document.
Restrictions limiting green card holders from entering the country were eased. However, days
later, a district judge once again temporarily blocked the policy. This time, the decision went to
the 9th  Circuit of Appeals. Lawyers for both sides presented their cases, and on February 9th , the
travel ban was blocked. With a 4-4 conservative/liberal split in the Supreme Court, the Trump
administration decided not to appeal to the SCOTUS. Trump promised a new travel ban would
come, one that would comply with the court ruling that struck the old one down. Two months
later in March, this travel ban was introduced. The language was much more precise, and
according to the New York Times, “The new order continued to impose a 90 day ban on
travelers. But it removed Iraq…in addition, it reversed an indefinite ban on refugees from Syria,
32

replacing it with a 120-day freeze.”  Trump also removed language from the bill that protected
religious minorities because of criticism that it was discriminatory. This version of the travel ban
also had its issues in court however. Federal judges in Hawaii and Maryland both blocked the
order. However, the Trump administration did decide to appeal to the Supreme Court. On their
last session, the SCOTUS upheld most of the parts of the travel ban. According to Fox News,
“The Court lifted the injunctions on foreigners or refugees who have no connection to the
U.S….But the Court left in place the portion of the injunctions that would apply to any foreigner
33

‘who can credibly claim a bona fide relationship with a person or entity in the United States.’”
Despite these exceptions, it is generally viewed that this represented a victory for Trump. The
Senate has significant power to influence policy in regards to refugees from Syria and other
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countries. A measure by Democrats that would have reversed Trump’s executive order was
blocked by Republicans earlier this year. Determining how many and which refugees the United
States should accept should be a substantial part of the immigration debate during the
conference.
Questions to Consider:
1) What steps should be taken, if any at all, to secure the southern border? Is the status quo
enough or are more measures necessary?
2) Does your senator support granting illegal immigrants citizenship? If so, to what extent? What
does an undocumented immigrant need in order to become a citizen? If you do not support it, is a
compromise possible?
3) Will you support Trump’s border wall, among his other immigration policies? How does
being loyal to Trump help you or hurt you?
4) What do you your constituents at home believe on the issue? This will especially be important
if your senator is up for reelection in 2018. How can you help your chances of winning with this
policy? What do your projected opponents believe?
5) Is Ted Cruz the Zodiac killer?
6) How does your senator want to change the status quo regarding refugees from Muslim
majority countries?
7) Keep a lookout for updates regarding the Syrian civil war and ISIS. How does this affect the
policy you want to push?
8) Does your senator support or stand against the travel ban? What actions can they take to
uphold it or strike it down?

Topic 2: Education
Since this is simply a one-day conference, theres almost no chance we will discuss this
topic, especially since the other topic is so important and so expansive. Although education is
similarly important, much of education policy is regulated through agencies like the Department
of Education (DOE), and the state education boards. However, progress can be made by the
senators on both sides of the aisle. Because of this, delegates are still expected to write a position
paper for this topic. I’m writing a background guide, so it seems like a fair trade-off.
Public education in America, compulsory and funded by taxpayers began in the 17th
century. Since that time, hugely important events regarding education have occurred, including
but not limited to the inclusion of women in educational institutions, the debate between teaching
creationism or evolution, and the desegreation of schools. However, since this is a background
guide and not a book, we will fast forward a couple hundred years to modern legislation
affecting education. However, if you have extra time to research, looking through the history of
public education in America could be a valuable use of time.
The most important recent modern legislation was the No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB), which mandated testing, held schools responsible for student progress, and penalizing
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schools for not meet NCLB goals.  This bill was signed into law by George Bush, and was one
of the first nationwide standards for education, at least in the last decade. Many decried the
framework of NCLB as too rigid and not accomendating for students of different needs and
different school districts. It was also accused of forcing teachers to educate students for the
standardized test, and not actually learning the material. However, despite these shortcomings,
NCLB offered a new fronteir for school choice. According to the Department of Education,
“The No Child Left Behind Act …allows parents to choose other public schools or take advantage of free
tutoring if their child attends a school that needs improvement… parents can choose another public school if
the school their child attends is unsafe. The law also supports the growth of more independent charter schools,

 "No Child Left Behind." No Child Left Behind - ED.gov. N.p., n.d. Web. 26 July 2017.
<https://www2.ed.gov/nclb/landing.jhtml>.
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funds some services for children in private schools.”   This law can be seen as one of the key pieces of

legislation for the debate regarding school choice with American public education.
In 2009, the United States implemented Common Core standards. These standards were
meant to increase international competiveness, better compare state educational programs, and
help benchmark student progress throughout the year. However, these standards have come
under criticism for the difficult transition in teaching these new curriculum outlines and the rigid
standards students are forced to meet. There was also criticism regarding the high amount of
testing that Common Core required. In response to some of this criticism, Obama stated in 2015
that testing should take up no more than 2% of class time.
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The most recent federal education policy was the Every Student Succeeds Act and the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. Essentially the same act, these
pieces of legislation replaced the No
Child Left Behind act of 2001. This
act essentially fufilled the same policy
goals. The ESSA protected the
academic standards of disadvantaged
students, helped better prepare students for higher education, and increased access to preschool,
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among other inititives . This act was the defining education policy achievement for Obama
under his two terms.
Since Obama, education policy has actually played a suprising role in the national
discourse in Trump’s presidency. Trump’s pick for education secretary, Betsy DeVos, was one
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of the most controversial Secretary of Educaiton nominations in recent memory. Left leaning
Politico describes DeVos as a, “is a Republican mega-donor, billionaire philanthropist and
aggressive advocate for the
expansion of charter schools and
voucher programs that use taxpayer
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money for private schools.”  Many
conservatives praised DeVos’ stance
on school choice, pointing out how
allowing youth to choose which
school they attend has many positive
outcomes. Democratic critics point
out her lack of government
experience and also challenge her ideological standpoint. The debate over school choice will
most likely be a crucial part of the SIMUN committee, and delegates should prepare for their
senator’s stance on school choice. DeVos was comfirmed for education secretary on Febuary 7th
in one of the most divisive nomination process for an education secretary of all time. The Senate
was split 50-50 for DeVos, and Mike Pence, vice president to Donald Trump, broke the tie with
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his vote that officially confirmed DeVos for the position.  Since her nomination, there has been
very little legislative action on the education front (besides Trump giving “school choice”
policies an official day of honor.) Time will tell with what Betsy DeVos, the Trump
administation, and the US Senate achieve on the educational policy front.
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Questions to Consider
1) Should the federal government be involved in creating widespread education policy across the
country?
2) Does your senator support school choice policies or stand against them? Whats the best way
of implementing these ideas and policies into actual legislation?
3) Check and see what the education model is within your state. Should the country implement
this model or should policy work on improving states like the one you represent?
4) Do you support Trump and DeVos policies? How loyal is your senator? If they do strongly
support the president, what is the vision the administration has for education within the nation?

Committee Guidelines
I hope you all can gain the most possible from this conference. This will be a large
conference so it is imperative every delegate does their best to stick to their position and actually
push for legislation and reform. Delegates should research not only their basic positions on the
issues but other facets as well: whether they are up for reelection in the next cycle, who are some
of their bigger donors, if their senator is a presidential candidate, and which other senators they
often work with. This information should be incorporated into your background guides.
Background guides must be submitted by the day of the conference, but can be emailed earlier to
tivas.gupta@students.ignatius.org if you want. Again, this is optional, but it could allow myself
and the vice chairs to understand your position better. The chairs will be watching diligently to
make sure that delegates stay on position. However, we understand that compromising is a
necessary part of diplomacy and legislative responsibility. We also understand that we as chairs
can’t see the motives behind the way you vote, who you work with, legislation you write, etc. If
you ever need to send the dias a note to explain your actions, please let us know.
As was mentioned before, this is a very large committee. If every delegate shows up on
the day of the conference, every senator in the US Senate will be represented. In order to express
your viewpoints, some senators should work on different parts of the topic with different blocs.
Several bills can be made into law and this will allow everyone to participate fully.
This committee will follow the general parlimertary procedure of standard MUN
conferences, not Senate procedure. However, we will follow the number of votes necessary to
pass bills into law will be used. In case of a tie, the president of the Senate, “Mike Pence”.
Common senate procedures such as the filibuster might be incorporated into the committee in
some capacity. Delegates will be informed about these type of policies on the day of the
conference.

I hope everyone has an amazing and productive committee. Please let me know if you
need any help or information in your preperation. Feel free to email the aformentioned email
address with any quesitons you might have.

